
KEEP THIS PAPER FOREVER!!!  I will not give you another one.




NEW IMPROVED Test Corrections

Because learning, not points or grades, is the main objective of this class, I am allowing you to receive partial credit for each test question you missed.  You will earn a point for each question you write up.  You may only write up a question that was marked wrong.

This can significantly help your grade.  For example:  You had 10 wrong answers, receiving a grade of 80 out of 100 (80% B-).  You write all of them up (10) and receive full credit for each, giving you 10 points.  Now your grade is 90 out of 100 (90% A-).  It is even more significant the more questions you 
got wrong.

However, the following rules apply: READ THIS CAREFULLY!!

	-Any question that is not completely answered (2 sentences for each) will
	  not receive credit
	-Each justification must be logical (not “because A is wrong.”)
	-Anything I cannot read will be considered wrong. Please be neat!
	-Please include 
	the question number

part of the question
	the wrong answer 
why it is wrong
	the correct answer 
	the justification for the correct answer (why it is correct). 



Example: (You write exactly this)
12.  Which region was known as the powder keg prior to WWI.  I chose the British Isles because I thought _________________________.  The correct answer is the Balkans because we read about them and it says so in our notes and on page ____ of the text book.

	Quote the book, notes, define words, draw a map…

For ESSAY QUESTIONS:  write the question and your new answer.  If it is a map, trace the map and write the names of the countries for ONLY THE COUNTRIES you labeled incorrectly.

YOU ONLY HAVE TO WRITE UP THE ANSWER YOU PUT, AND THE CORRECT ANSWER. 

Please make sure all answers are legible, and follow the above stated rules.  This can significantly help your grade and assist you in learning the material.  Please take advantage of it.  


REMEMBER, IF YOU FAIL A TEST, THE WRITE UP IS MANDATORY!


USE THIS EXACT FORMAT OR GET NO CREDIT!
Please hear me say this in the nicest way, possible:)

